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Compensation and Discussion Analysis Checklist
The new proxy disclosure rules1 require public companies (that are not small business issuers) to
include a Compensation Discussion and Analysis (CD&A) section in their proxy statements.
Unlike the current Board Compensation Committee Report, the CD&A will be a filed document,
and be prepared by management, with significant input and guidance from a company’s
Compensation Committee. One of the most striking changes is that the CD&A requires a
company to provide analysis regarding its compensation programs, policies and actions.
This will require companies to analyze each element of compensation provided to executive
officers, both on an individual element basis and in the aggregate. Further, this analysis will
have to focus on both targeted pay opportunities and actual pay delivered. Companies must
explain why and how these compensation amounts were determined, as well as the process for
setting such compensation amounts. Also required is a description of the factors considered in
setting such amounts, such as surveys and other benchmarks, internal pay equity, competitive
market forces for executive talent, company performance, industry factors, etc. In short,
companies will need to explain why they think what they paid as compensation to their
executives is justified, appropriate and in the best interests of the company and shareholders.
According to Professor Jeffrey N. Gordon, on whose article the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) relied in proposing the CD&A, the “CD&A should provide a bottom line
assessment of the different compensation elements…and then provide a justification for the
compensation in light of the demands of the job, the particular industry, the actual performance,
and other factors deemed relevant – in short, an explanation of why the Compensation
Committee thinks the compensation is warranted.”2

CD&A Template
Given the comments from the SEC, it is not appropriate to provide a one-size-fits-all template for
use in creating a CD&A. Instead, each CD&A must be individually tailored to the specific
compensation philosophy, programs, actions taken by each company, as well as the material
items of compensation for each company. As a result, this document attempts to outline some of
the sections that might be included in a CD&A. Care should be taken to ensure that all material
aspects of a company’s compensation philosophy, programs, performance and unique situation
are considered and included when preparing the CD&A.

1

Executive Compensation and Related Person Disclosure, SEC Release Nos. 33-8732; 34-54302; IC-27444; File No. S7-03-06,
issued August 11, 2006 and published in the Federal Register, 17 CFR Parts 228, 229, 232, 239, 240, 245, 249 and 274,
September 8, 2006 [71 FR 53158].

2

Jeffrey N. Gordon, Executive Compensation: If There’s a Problem, What’s The Remedy? The Case for
“Compensation Discussion and Analysis,” Journal of Corporation Law, Summer 2006. Available at SSRN:
http://ssrn.com/abstract=686464.
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Sample Outline for the CD&A
What follows is a possible outline of the different sections that could make-up the CD&A:
 Introduction/Corporate Governance Section
¾ Compensation Committee Members and the Compensation Committee Charter –
corporate governance information about the committee
¾ Compensation Consultant – name of firm, duties and assignment
¾ Role of Executives in Establishing Compensation
¾ Compensation Committee Activity – meetings, decisions, plan approvals, etc.
 Objectives of Compensation Programs Section
¾ Compensation Philosophy
¾ Benchmarking of Compensation (total compensation or any element of
compensation)
¾ Company Compensation Policies
 Compensation Programs Design Section
¾ Narrative addresses the following questions:


What are the compensation programs intended to accomplish, i.e., attract,
motivate, retain employees, etc.?



Why does the company provide each element?



How does the company determine the amount for each element (and disclose any
applicable formulas)?



How does each element of compensation and the company’s decisions regarding
that element fit into the company’s overall compensation objectives and affect
decisions regarding other elements?

¾ Impact of Performance on Compensation


Disclosure of performance goals, or



Nondisclosure of performance goals – discussion of how difficult it would be to
achieve the non-disclosed targets/goals



Actual performance versus compensation paid



Performance relative to that of any peer/comparator group

 Elements of Compensation
¾ Elements of In-Service Compensation and Benefits


Base Salary



Annual Bonus / Short Term Incentive



Long-Term Incentives



Personal Benefits and Perquisites



Other Elements
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¾ Elements of Post-Termination Compensation and Benefits


The various termination events that trigger post-termination payments and
benefits, including:
•

Retirement

•

Change-in-Control

•

Severance

•

For Cause

•

Other Terminations (death, disability, voluntary, etc.)



Does a written agreement apply?



Impact on Current Cash Compensation



Impact on Deferred Compensation



Impact on Equity Compensation



Impact on Non-equity incentive compensation



Impact on Personal benefits and perquisites



Required restrictive covenants and agreements (non-solicit, non-disparagement,
non-compete, etc.) from NEOs

 Stock Ownership/Retention Guidelines
 Impact of Regulatory Requirements on Compensation
 Conclusion

CD&A Checklist
Following is a checklist for the CD&A that includes key questions for each section that may be
included in the CD&A.

Introduction/Corporate Governance Section
This section provides the lead-in to the CD&A. Companies should start with the facts about
their Compensation Committee (those required under the newly-codified corporate governance
requirements3), the role of any Compensation Consultant, and the role of executives in the
company’s compensation design, process and decisions.
Compensation Committee Members and the Compensation Committee Charter
This section identifies the members of the Compensation Committee during the year and their
responsibilities.
Key Questions
• What is the composition of the Compensation Committee?
• If a Compensation Committee or similar committee does not exist, why not?
• If no such committee exists, which directors participate in the consideration of executive officer and
director compensation?
3

Item 407(e) of Regulation S-K.
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Are members of the Compensation Committee independent? Under which definition(s)? Who
determined this?
What are the qualifications for directors to serve on the Compensation Committee? Is any special
knowledge about compensation matters required? What knowledge of compensation matters does each
director posses?
What are the Compensation Committee’s primary responsibilities?
Does the Compensation Committee have a charter? Where can it be found (give web address if
available online)? If not available online, has the charter been filed with the proxy as required (every
three fiscal years or if materially revised since the beginning of the last fiscal year)?
How can the charter be revised? When was the charter last reviewed? What was the result of this
review?
Does the Compensation Committee have the authority to secure the services of advisers both inside
and outside the company? Does it have budgetary authority for outside advisers it retains?
Who is in charge of the Compensation Committee’s meeting agendas?
Who sets the Compensation Committee’s meetings and calendar?
What is the Compensation Committee’s scope of authority?
To what extent may the Compensation Committee delegate its authority to other persons? What
authority may be delegated? To whom?
What authority has been delegated by the Compensation Committee? To whom?

Compensation Consultant
The proxy disclosure rules require companies to identify any compensation consultants that had
a role in determining or recommending the amount or form of executive and director
compensation and provide related information.
Key Questions
• Does the Compensation Committee engage an outside compensation consultant to advise the
Committee? Is that consultant and the consultant’s firm considered independent? Factors the
Committee might consider in evaluating this are:
o The ability to hire and fire the consultant;
o The amount of work outside of executive compensation services that are performed by the
consultant’s firm for the company;
o The portion of the consultant’s work that is commissioned by the Committee as opposed to
management;
o Whether the Committee is copied on final work product prepared for management; and
o Whether the Committee receives copies of all of the consultant’s bills to the company.
• Does the company’s management retain a compensation consultant? Is it the same as the
Compensation Committee’s consultant?
• Who acted as a compensation consultant to the Compensation Committee since the beginning of the
last fiscal year?
• If either the Compensation Committee or management retains the services of a compensation
consultant, what is the nature and scope of the compensation consultant’s assignments? Who
determines the compensation consultant’s assignments?
• What role does the compensation consultant have in determining compensation programs, e.g., the
compensation consultant provides competitive data and business and technical considerations and
does/does not recommend pay program and pay level changes?

Role of Executives in Establishing Compensation
This section should detail the role of executives in the company’s process for setting
compensation, especially the role of the CEO in setting the compensation of his/her direct
reports. For example, are certain executives required to attend the Compensation Committee’s
meetings, act as secretary for the Committee, prepare materials and agendas for committee
meetings, etc.
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Key Questions
• Which executive(s) play a role in the assessment, design and/or recommendation of compensation
programs, plans and awards for executives and directors?
• Who are these executives?
• What do these executives actually do in relation to the company’s compensation programs, policies,
actions and/or decisions?
• Do the executives attend meetings of the Compensation Committee? General meetings? Executive
sessions?
• What tasks does the Compensation Committee delegate to executive(s)?

Compensation Committee Activity
This section should discuss the administrative details concerning the Compensation Committee
activities during the past fiscal year, and before or after the last fiscal year if material to a
complete understanding of the compensation disclosures.
Key Questions
• What actions did the Compensation Committee take since the beginning of the last fiscal year and prior
to the time the next proxy will be filed?
• Did the Compensation Committee adopt any new compensation plans or programs or amend any
existing compensation plans or programs?
• Did the Compensation Committee institute any new compensation policies or amend any existing
compensation policies?
• Why did the Compensation Committee take these actions?
• How many times during the last year did the Compensation Committee meet?
• Did any executives attend these meetings? Who and why?
• How many times did the Compensation Committee meet in executive session during the year?
• Did any executives attend these executive sessions? If so, who? Did any adviser to the Compensation
Committee attend these executive sessions? If so, indicate the adviser and relationship to the
Compensation Committee.
• Did the Compensation Committee review the amounts payable under each individual element of
compensation as well as in the aggregate for each NEO? What conclusions did it reach regarding the
individual elements of, and total aggregate compensation, paid to each NEO? Factors the
Compensation Committee might consider in analyzing the compensation include:
o Total compensation, all equity awards granted to each NEO since starting with the company, total
wealth accumulation of each NEO, and future compensation opportunities, all as depicted within
tally sheets prepared for each NEO,
o Internal pay equity,
o The company’s stock ownership and/or stock retention policies, including any hold-untilretirement policies,
o The competitive environment for recruiting NEOs., and what the relevant competitors pay, and
o The “need” to provide each element of compensation and the amounts targeted and delivered.

Objectives of Compensation Programs Section
Companies should lay out the underlying objectives of their compensation programs and policies
in this section. In doing so, we believe companies should first set out their compensation
philosophy and explain how it impacts the company’s compensation decisions and designs. Next,
the company should explain if it benchmarks all or any element of compensation for executives.
If the company does, it should disclose the companies that are in the peer/comparator group used
for benchmarking purposes, why this group was selected, whether and when it is reviewed, by
whom, and when it was last reviewed and what actions were taken, if any, as a result. Finally, the
company should disclose its standard compensation policies that are material for shareholders to
gain an understanding of the company’s compensation programs, policies and decisions.
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Compensation Philosophy
This section should be designed to detail the company’s general compensation philosophy.
Key Questions
• What is your company’s compensation philosophy?
• What are the goals of the company’s compensation programs?
• What are the company’s broad objectives for its compensation programs?
• How does the company establish compensation?
• How does the company judge whether the compensation programs have met their goal(s)?
• When is the compensation philosophy reviewed?
• When was the compensation philosophy last reviewed? What was the result of that review?

Benchmarking
If a company benchmarks its total compensation or any material element of compensation, then
it must identify the benchmark and, if applicable, its components including component
companies.
Key Questions
• Does the company benchmark all or any element of compensation?
• If it does, why does it benchmark?
• What companies does it benchmark compensation against?
• How and why were these companies selected for benchmarking?
• How does the company compare to the benchmark companies on general business comparative data
(revenues, market capitalization, number of employees, etc.)?
• How does the company compare to the benchmark companies on business performance metrics (total
shareholder return and appropriate operational performance metrics) for the past 1-, 3-, and 5-year
periods?
• What is the competitive pay objective (e.g., 50th percentile) relative to the benchmark companies and
how does actual pay compare to the pay objectives?

Compensation Policies
Adding a section to the CD&A that details a company’s material, general compensation policies
probably will be necessary given the broad requirements set out for the CD&A. Alternatively, to
save space in the proxy, companies may wish to try and include their material, general
compensation policies in their Compensation Committee’s charter and incorporate them by
reference into the CD&A.
Key Questions
• What are the material compensation policies applicable to the company’s executives?
• Who developed these compensation policies? Management or the Compensation Committee?
• Why has the company established these compensation policies?
• How were these compensation policies established?
• How does the company evaluate whether these compensation policies are effective?
• When are the compensation policies reviewed? By whom? What happened as a result of the last
review?
• Examples of general policies that might be detailed include:
o Total Compensation Policy
o Benchmarking of Compensation Policy
o In-Service Compensation Policy
 Base Salary Policy
 Short-Term Incentive Compensation/Annual Bonus Policy
 Long-Term Incentive Compensation Policy
 Benefits and Perquisites Policy
 Deferred Compensation Policy
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 Equity Grant Policy
Allocation of Compensation Between Different Elements Policy
Mix of Compensation and Relationship between fixed and at-risk compensation Policy
Cash versus Equity Policy
Performance-Based Compensation Policy (individual, corporate, business unit/line of
business performance)
Post-Termination Compensation Policy
Compensation Committee Use and Disclosure of Conclusions Regarding Tally Sheets Policy
Tax Gross-Up Policy
Equity Dilution Policy – Annual Run-Rate and Total Overhang
Stock Option/Stock Appreciation Right Repricing Policy
Dividends on Equity Awards Policy
Stock Ownership Policy
Stock Retention Policy, e.g.,Hold-Until-Retirement Policy
Wealth Accumulation Policy
Internal Pay Equity Policy
Employment Agreement Policy
Severance and Change-in-Control Policy
Tax Deductibility Policy
Accounting for Compensation Policy
Shareholder Approval Policy
Compensation Disclosure Policy
Impact of Financial Restatements on Compensation Policy
Executives Serving on Other Boards of Directors Policy

Compensation Programs Design Section
This section must discuss what the compensation programs are designed to reward. For
example, attracting, retaining and motivating employees, or reward achievements that will bring
the company success, such as achievement of the company’s strategic goals, or perhaps the
compensation programs are designed to reward an increase in the company’s stock price which
benefits shareholders.
The committee may also wish to address what it thinks of the design and level of compensation
paid, i.e., are the amounts appropriate, are they furthering the company’s compensation
philosophy or strategic business goals?
Impact of Performance on Compensation
This section should discuss the impact of the actual performance under the company’s material
performance measures on compensation to be paid, to be awarded, or how it might factor into
future grants.
Key Questions
• What performance metrics are used? Why?
• What performance targets are used? Why?
• If the performance targets are not disclosed, how difficult will it be for the executive or how likely will
it be for the company to achieve the undisclosed target levels or performance goals?
• What is the relationship between performance and compensation? If performance increases or
decreases by a certain percent, what impact is there on compensation? Is the impact on compensation
to the same degree as the performance? How was the relationship between performance and
compensation determined?
• Are the utilized performance metrics appropriate for the company’s industry?
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Elements of Compensation Section
This section must detail all the elements of compensation for the NEOs, describe why the
company chooses to use each element, how the company determines the amount for each
element, and how decisions regarding each element fit into the company’s overall compensation
objectives and affect decisions regarding other elements.
Elements of In-Service Compensation
This subsection should address all the elements of compensation payable to executives during
their employment by the company, including:
• Base Salary of the NEOs;
•

Annual Bonus / Short-Term Incentive;

•

Long-Term Incentives – equity awards and non-equity incentive awards

•

Personal benefits and perquisites

•

Employee Stock Purchase Plans / Employee Stock Ownership Plans,

•

Other material elements of compensation not otherwise specified above, and

•

Whether employment agreements are utilized, and, if so, the material details of such
agreements (in plain English).

Key Questions
• What is the composition of current compensation packages for executives while employed by the
company?
• How and why was this design selected?
• How does each element relate to the other elements, the total compensation package, the company’s
performance, and the company’s compensation policies and programs?
• Why does the company choose to use each such element of compensation?
• Are these elements and the mix of elements appropriate for the company given its performance,
industry, current challenges and environment?
• What is the process for review of the various elements of compensation?
• How does performance ultimately impact the compensation that will be paid?
• What performance metrics and weightings are utilized, if any?
• How do individual, business unit, and corporate performance and weightings impact compensation?
• Can the Compensation Committee exercise any positive or negative discretion in relation to
compensation? If so, describe.
• What awards are used for annual incentives? Why? Any overlap with long-term incentives’
performance goals?
• What awards are used for long-term incentives? Why?
• How are award sizes determined?
• What types of awards are available under the company’s compensation plans?
• Were the plans approved by shareholders? If not, why not? If so, when?
• What is the timing of grants of incentive awards relative to the release of material, non-public
information?
• How does the company establish the exercise/base price of stock options/SARs? How does this
compare to the closing market price on the date of grant?
• When are actions taken to approve incentive grants relative to their grant date?
• What personal benefits and perquisites are offered to executives? Why and how were these selected?
When are they reviewed?
• Does the company utilize employment agreements? If so, which executives have them? Why were
employment agreements used?
• Does the company utilize any termination of employment (e.g., severance) or change-in-control
agreements with executives? If so, which executives have them? Why were such agreements used?
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Elements of Post-Termination Compensation
This subsection should address all the material elements of post-termination payments and
benefits for each possible triggering (termination) event, including retirement, change-in-control,
severance, for cause, or other (death, disability, voluntary, etc.) event. For each event, the CD&A
needs to discuss:
•

Whether the event and the payments and benefits payable are covered by a written or
verbal agreement

•

The impact of the event on current cash compensation

•

The impact of the event on deferred compensation

•

The impact of the event on outstanding equity compensation

•

The impact of the event on benefits and perquisites

•

Whether the executives receiving payments and/or benefits upon the triggering event
would be subject to any restricted covenants and agreements, which such covenants, and
their duration.

•

Covenants and agreements from executives

Key Questions
• What retirement benefits are provided to executives? Why were these benefits selected?
• Are executives provided with supplemental retirement benefits (SERPs)? If so, why and what do they
provide, especially in relation to what is offered to the broad-based employee population?
• If offered, are supplemental benefits funded? If so, how and why was the particular funding
mechanism selected?
• Does the company provide change-in-control or severance protection to executives or directors? If so,
why?
• Does the company use written agreements to provide change-in-control or severance protection or
benefits to executives or directors?
• If the company provides change-in-control or severance benefits/protection to executives or directors,
when are these benefits reviewed? By whom? What was the result of the last review?
• Are executives or directors subject to restrictive covenants (non-solicit, non-compete, nondisparagement, etc.)? If so, why? How do these restrictive covenants relate to any compensation or
benefits payable or to be payable upon certain triggering events?

Stock Ownership/Retention Guidelines Section
This section would detail any company policies or guidelines related to required executive
ownership of company stock and/or stock retention guidelines applicable to equity awards to
executives.
Key Questions
• Does the company have stock ownership guidelines? Why or why not?
• If so, to whom do the stock ownership guidelines apply?
• What are the required stock ownership guideline amounts for the NEOs?
• What counts toward the stock ownership guidelines, e.g., restricted stock, RSUs, vested SARs (all
underlying shares or just those that represent the appreciation), vested stock options (all underlying
shares or just those in excess of the exercise price), performance shares, etc.?
• When are the stock ownership guidelines reviewed? When was the last time the guidelines were
reviewed? What happened as a result of the review?
• When is the stock ownership of executives reviewed? When was the executives’ stock ownership
reviewed? Were the executives in compliance with the guidelines?
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How long do executives have to comply with the stock ownership guidelines?
What is the consequence if an executive fails to timely comply with the stock ownership guidelines?

Stock Options and Other Equity Grants
• Does the company have a stock retention policy? Why or why not?
• If so, to whom does the stock retention policy apply?
• How does the stock retention policy work? Is there any maximum stock ownership amount after which
the retention policy does not apply?
• How long must shares be retained, e.g., fixed number of years, until retirement/termination, etc.?
• Does the company have a policy requiring the retention of shares until retirement for executive
officers? Why or why not?
• When was the last time the shares held by executives were reviewed? Had they retained all the shares
they were supposed to have retained? If not, which executives were not in compliance?
• What is the consequence for failing to retain the necessary shares under the share retention policy?
• Does the company have a policy that addresses hedging of company stock ownership by executives? If
so, what is the policy?

Impact of Regulatory Requirements Section
This section should detail the impact of accounting rules, securities rules, and tax rules, including
the tax code requirements regarding the company’s ability to deduct compensation paid in excess
of $1 million paid to a NEO, on the company’s compensation policies, programs and actions.
Key Questions
• In making compensation design and award decisions, what role does the company’s ability to deduct
compensation in accordance with Internal Revenue Code Section 162(m) play?
• How much compensation paid during the last year was not Internal Revenue Code Section 162(m)
qualified? Approximately what value was lost to the company as a result of the inability to deduct this
amount for tax purposes?
• Why does the company qualify/not qualify particular elements of compensation under Internal
Revenue Code Section 162(m)?
• What role does Internal Revenue Code Section 409A play in compensation design and award
decisions?
• What impact does the expensing of equity awards (including stock options) under FAS 123R have on
the company’s compensation decisions?
• What impact do the accounting rules applicable to non-equity incentive compensation plans (cash
plans) have on the company’s decisions and design related to such compensation?
• What impact does the determination of the NEOs under the new proxy disclosure rules have on the
company’s compensation decisions and designs, e.g., payment of bonuses, setting of salaries, etc.?
• What impact do the new proxy disclosure rules have on the company’s compensation decisions and
designs?
• Do any other regulatory requirements impact the company’s compensation programs, designs or
decisions (e.g., government contractors are unable to be reimbursed for stock options/SARs used to
compensation employees)? If so, how?
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Conclusion Section
This section should detail the conclusions reached by the company about the appropriateness and
justification for the individual elements of compensation as well as the total compensation
delivered to each of the NEOs.
Key Questions
• What conclusions has the company reached with respect to each element of compensation and the total
compensation delivered to each NEO? Are these amounts reasonable? Appropriate? In the best
interests of the company and shareholders? Why?
• Why does the company believe each element of compensation is needed? In explaining this, some
factors to consider include:
o How do accumulated amounts impact decisions or the need for these compensation elements, e.g.
how does accumulated wealth of an NEO factor into the company’s analysis of each element of
compensation for that NEO, especially the need for continuing annual equity awards and any posttermination provisions, including retirement, SERPs, severance, change-in-control, and gross-ups?
o The competitive market for executive talent that might try and lure away NEOs, especially if
competitive market data or benchmarks are used in setting or evaluating compensation.
o How each element of compensation, both targeted and delivered amounts, impacts the company’s
motivation or retention of each NEO.
o How the total of all elements of compensation, both targeted and delivered amounts, impacts the
company’s motivation or retention of each NEO.
• How does the company justify the amount of each element of compensation delivered to the NEOs?
• How does the company justify the amount of total compensation delivered to the NEOs?
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Our Value Proposition – EXEQUITY provides our clients with the highest quality, independent executive
compensation and HR merger and acquisition services:
• Our professionals led the Executive Compensation Center of Technical Expertise and the Global Mergers and
Acquisitions practice at one of the largest HR consulting firms.
• Our professionals have over 50 years of collective legal and HR consulting experience and have led over 300
transactions for some of the largest and most acquisitive organizations.

Our Executive Compensation Services – EXEQUITY provides independent executive compensation
assistance to Compensation Committees and management. Our executive compensation services include:
• Strategic pay program design and implementation.
• Assessment of competitive levels of pay.
• Help with technical implications of executive pay, such as: proxy disclosure, tax issues, accounting implications,
and securities laws.
• Development of retention incentive programs to help retain critical executive talent.
• Design of appropriate severance coverage (change-in-control and general severance).
• Help with understanding likely shareholder reactions to executive pay (including ISS modeling of proposed
plans).

ProxEASE™ Parachute Modeler – The new proxy disclosure rules mandate comprehensive disclosure of
the payments that would have to be made to each Named Executive Officer upon a termination of employment.
Preparing these disclosures will require application of some of the most complex calculations contained in the Tax
Code, the “golden parachute” rules.
The ProxEASE™ Parachute Modeler is the only internet-based modeler that automates the golden parachute
calculation process. Through the use of an interactive questionnaire, the model will assist you in gathering the data
necessary to prepare parachute calculations and will run the calculations easily, efficiently, and accurately. In
addition, EXEQUITY’s experts are available to help you satisfy the proxy disclosure requirements.
Please contact one of our principals to learn more about the ProxEASE™ Parachute Modeler, including how to
subscribe or become an authorized reseller.

If you have any questions about this Client Briefing, please contact
Mike Sorensen or Ed Hauder in our Illinois office or any of the following principals:
Mike Sorensen
Perry Papantonis
Ross Zimmerman
Ed Hauder

(847) 996-3996
(908) 849-4858
(847) 996-3999
(847) 996-3990

Mike.Sorensen@exqty.com
Perry.Papantonis@exqty.com
Ross.Zimmerman@exqty.com
Edward.Hauder@exqty.com

Illinois Office – 1880 West Winchester Road, Suite 204 ● Libertyville, IL 60048
New Jersey Office – 3 Werner Way, Suite 300 ● Lebanon, NJ 08833
www.exqty.com
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